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  — and a phone call to the beyond

 which doesn’t seem to be coming any nearer.

  “Ah daddy, I wanna stay drunk many days”

   on the poetry of a new friend
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THE SEMI-COMPREHENSIBLE CRY OF THE
PERPETUALLY MISUNDERSTOOD STATUE 
(FRAGMENT)

 
Gargle my prophetic kindling, and fathom that this is my honest, bona 
fide screed, while that inaccessible plinth babble grossly misrepresents 
my being— for in truth, I live a life beyond existence, a flame through 
words that run-on, onward into the annals of literature, where I con-
tinue to enthrall when just as easily, with the right puller of strings, I 
could be sitting on a beach somewhere (caveat being, I am a statue) that 
nevertheless cannot kill or be killed, to whom years and tears to you are 
as much to me as a Philadelphia Cheesesteak hoagie, since I am King, 
O I am, permanent and temporary, crumbling but not easily pierced, 
an illusion that punctures the illusory, bleak with vigour, from inside a 
lasting, gloriously decaying vehicle; hear me, as I shout into oblivion, in 
the name of all that is prone to spontaneous combustion: Ack!

JOSH SCOTT
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COMPRESSION

“Just keep your eye out / like Aye, Aye, Captain”
 –A mad (accordion-playing) villain

A box-shaped device that whines and bellows, supplying fuel to 
a fire: instrument of the common folk, oft-ignored or viewed a 
joke. Reed block, buttons, switches, mechanisms, couplers, and 
schisms: to separate those in the know from those outside; the 
easily exploited from the rest, lest the ship tip at an accelerated 
clip and losses be cut— the next logical step— or burn, in which 
case, dinghy loaded and you safe onboard, the excess would 
gather on the flaming deck to play, through free-reed concertina, 
a scorching, caterwauling siren song for the age of expansion.

JOSH SCOTT
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THE WHALE IN THE CLOUDS

The eyes and bulging sinews and arms outstretched
Like anaconda’s bodies soaring free
And ever being swallowed by the skies,

Whose glassy silence drowned the songs of birds
And beetled over the glassy lake of stone,
A forehead bending to an open palm –

I saw in these a rugged form emerging,
And saw the exercise of human thought
Was just a human body filling space,

Unphysical, then turning back his eyes
Like Narcissus acrouch behind himself,
And gazing on himself with humbled pride.

ALEX ZUTT
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GETTING TO GRIPS
 

It is 5:57 on a Sunday in Halifax
a Halifax Sunday, my second one only
this time I’m standing outside of the library
the pretty one with the big glass and big floors
tiny people high up inside
 
it’s a Sunday in Halifax and this time
I’m not on my own:
you’re still sipping coffee bought before I found you
on the topmost floor
(I’m sure it’s stale by now)
I’ll remember the smell of your breath as we sat
with the books where you traced my hand
and my arm
as I tried to concentrate on
writing
 
                                We are standing
on Spring Garden street concrete
and wind whips my skirt
and your houndstooth button down
and hair strands flicker in front of our eyes
like TV in bad weather,
like old film cassettes.
It’s funny, I miss the pigeons –
the seagulls are so big here,
Pompous and Gaudy.
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         The leaves scatter and I remember
I forgot my sweater at home
    I smile a lot
more these days.
but I can’t tell if it’s because
the air is new or
because I’m wearing crisp Japanese cotton
bought in July and saved folded for September
I am still bracing myself for winter:
        
Tomorrow I’ll buy vitamins and salt for my throat
and eat oranges in the morning
in the hard grey dorm
with curtains drawn back and
              Sun
flirting with desk and bare shoulders.
 
              We step away from the curb into traffic
that always stops
you stumbling with your bike and the news
in my hand and when we part ways
I think a little
 
                                          I am afraid
I am letting myself be known
too fast this time 
 

 

CELESTE CARES
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مالكلا لوا

يناتأ ,تنك يذلا لفطلا كلذ

,ةرم

.ابيرغ اهجو

انيشم .ائيش لقي مل

اناطخ .تمص يف رخآلا قمري انالكو

.ابيرغ يرجي رهن

لوصألا ,حيرلا يف براضلا قرولا اذه مساب انتعمج

انقرتفاو

.لوصفلا اهيورتو ضرألا اهبتكت ةباغ

مدقت ,تنك يذلا لفطلا اهيأ

؟لوقنس اذامو ,نالا .انعمجي يذلا ام

 سينودأ
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FIRST WORDS
 

What I was before
I was again.
I thought I would remember but I
didn’t recognize her,
German face.   
 
And we said nothing new but  
she led in small wet moves,
her hair still soaked
from the womb,
our steps like a dam
in an alpine flow
of a suicide creek.
 
Together, but apart
like two leaves with the same
tree seams in a different wind.
 
I plant a seed in her,
tell it to stand still when men yell.
And what I was before,
I proceeded to become
again, not knowing
where to go
from there.    

JAYNE KITCHEN
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11TOMMY KEITH

HELLO?



12 TOMMY KEITH



13TOMMY KEITH
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LOST IN SPRINGFIELD

CASSANDREA XAVIER



15CASSANDREA XAVIER
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THE MEDITATIONS OF LI BEAU
 

Me myself
Dr. Fu Manchu and I
shoot dice
in 20 misty arcades. We are
1. We drink
until we are 1. Saturdays
tai chi in Tomkins Square Park
with retractable swords
gun fu
with retractable Colt
20-inch Single Action Army revolvers. 
Life is good
when you’re old
when weapons put you in touch with life.   
Life is good
when all your young women are old
and the young 1s still undress for you too.
 
Before John Woo
there was Dr. Fu Manchu
and we shot dope
night after night
in 20 smoky alleys
between 40 great walls
in 2 Bridges NYC. C-pop on Canal St.
and chili powder at Wo Hop City—
life was good.
And platform high heels with hidden compartments
were good.
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Some people say this city has changed.
Blow me.  
Some people say I’m a drug dealing drag queen.
And they’re right.

We worked the late show at Lucky Cheng’s
the early show
and the late late show. Dr. Fu Manchu
was his stage name
and I suspect his real name too.
A master of disguise
he built me a set of tits so big
I could hide a pharmacy inside
a medicine cabinet
in my shoes
and a small Red Cross supply tent
in my pinky ring.
On stage
we danced
and beneath the music
if you listened carefully you could hear
the pills rattling in their cells
my body a rock face
with so many caves
in it.
Just like you
I strap my brassiere on 1 leg at a time
only when I do it the real costume
comes off
and I get you high as a kite.
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We pretended to be hookers
it was safer that way
and sometimes we were. Most of the time
it wasn’t about butt fucking
with the cowboys
who picked us up. Most
just wanted us to karate chop them in the balls
or talk.
Most of the time
tho
we toured the bedrooms of NYC
to deal inside of them. We saw every type of bed
so many beds
I could describe them to you.

I kept a small
20-inch pearl handled snub nose
strapped to my thigh
just in case
but Dr. Fu Manchu reminded me every time my skirt
lifted above my hip
how uncouth firearms are. The Dr.
preferred more esoteric means
of self-defense.
Example
his 20 funky mushrooms he kept in a velvet sac
around his neck.
In event of a holdup he would feed you a mushroom
at which point
who knows?
but 1 thing’s for sure
you’re not in Kansas anymore. And at this point  
in our story
trouble unzips his pants.
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We loved the same woman
she was a man
or she dressed like 1
I never could tell. She was my man
woman
we shot dope on 20
lumpy beds
and that was enough. Then
she was his.
 
Me myself
Dr. Fu Manchu and I
hated each other
because we loved her.
We loved her
because that’s how it was.
She loved us
because she was a crack whore and that’s
how it was. Life was
baaaaaaaaad!

Then 1 night I got a call
on a payphone I was walking by—
Dr. Fu Manchu.
She had taken his entire sac in her mouth
his velvet sac
his 20 funky mushrooms
and she was dead
having died a bad psychedelic death.
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The nature
of our business
had given us an edge in becoming trained assassins.
We did hits
now and then
and hid the bodies in the city effortlessly
as hiding pills in our bodies. But this
was different. Dr. Fu Manchu
felt tewwible.
 
We put her in the street and got the F out of Manhattan
the Coney Island F 
20-something stops to Coney Island.
We ate 20-inch hotdogs
20 of them
and won the hotdog eating competition.
Things were looking up.
 
Under the boardwalk
Dr. Fu Manchu asked for my gun
which deftly
he spun like a nunchuk and right then and there
swore off biological warfare.
Life was good.
There was
so much to look forward to. 
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At the end of the day
we pushed the beds together. Again we were
1. We drank
until 1. Meanwhile
back at Lucky Cheng’s NYC
nobody questioned where we were
or where
our dead girlfriend was. She was a minor player
in the scene
and we decided the scene was dead too. We were alive
tho
so we lit a match and farted
then walked away as the building burned.
 
Some people say
this city has changed. Actually
me myself
Dr. Fu Manchu and I
forgot to think about it until now. Women
gun fu
so much to think about
none of it this. You must forget
to live. And you must
live.

BEAU PEEP
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UP IN SMOKE
 
 
Your mother dies and her body
is now that pack of cigarettes
always on her person,
those few unsmoked in the shirt-pocket
of that man’s shirt she wears,
because the rest of her, pale,
is already ash.
 
She is dead on the couch and your cousin
is too high to know and robs
the body he thinks is sleeping
and smokes a piece of what’s left.
 
You had wanted to bury them with her.

MATTHEW JOHNSTONE
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NIGHTTIME AT THE LAKE
 
 
Stones raised beneath my heels
as the lake darkened and scooped
the sand away. My toes sunk in the craters.
 
I remember the tea-pot broke
over the stones in the fire pit.
So you called me up from the water
 
                  as the tea, the only source of heat,
        was sinking into the beach.
          We knelt and salvaged what we could,
                                               we suckled sand.
 
  When I tore my lip on a shard you held your finger
up and I saw
                        the lines it wore instead of bursting
 
and it fit my wound like a plaster.

MATTHEW JOHNSTONE
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A HEEL AND A CLEMENTINE

(A heel and a clementine)
peels from the bottom up on the Blue Bed
Yank boar bristles thru my hair squawk from the top of the stairs
Turn my neck to the left.
 
Dog who looks like Willie Nelson stares
At me blankly but with love.
She sits gawps on the Blue Bed
One paw tucked under somewhere.
 
South, (somewhere) under the paw and nail
The beach sits clear
And two summers ago where we, bored, walked
Along boardwalk
Past the tennis club sitters
Past the beach volleyball
Past the tan lean clean eaters
Past the old man eating shrimp
Past the glasses of ice water
And didn’t find anything so at one point turned around
 
A line parallel to shore and horizon
A few memories come to mind.
5 of us in the same spot a month before or after
Expecting more from the sun rising
Sitting in a groggy lifeguard’s perch
 
(A nectarine blue in the center to be thrown out)
(A dark resting place in which the purity of blue is overlooked)

ALESSIA DOWHANIUK
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FOR MILES

In Flamenco Sketches your moon waxes
A vehement fire escape kind of cold
A crack in white paint
 
I run a finger across your paper cheek
And stroke a blue bedsheet with the other hand
In starry soup, cold wet cotton
In wet heavy wine glasses
The dance is slow and bitter
And the taste lingers.

ALESSIA DOWHANIUK
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REPUBLIC

I went down to the Piraeus – and that’s where they stopped me. 

You’re not allowed here, they said. The Piraeus is closed. 

He gave an Alcibiades smile, leaping torchlight and cold white 
moon bleeding charm on his closed, locked face. The other one 
stayed silent, lips sepulchre-tight, and if they hadn’t been the 
rocks would have come tumbling out on my winter-white feet, 
bare on the road in the chill of nighttime, tumbling out tearing his 
lip, tumbling words that might actually have convinced me. 

The Piraeus was closed. The murmurs, the others in the dark, 
casual dissent forgotten before it left mouths. The torches out. 
The moon in. He touched my shoulder, already turning. Me, in. 
Him, in. Let’s go, he said, the Piraeus is closed. That’s where 
they stopped me. He turned back around. The Piraeus is closed, 
he said. 

At this point I was getting sick of repetition. I might have sat in 
a marble atrium and shouted at the gleaming stone and learned 
as much as I had been learning. So the Piraeus was closed. The 
marble atrium was empty, columns tall, tiles winter-white and 
veined – my feet invisible, if there had been no shadow to mark 
their position. 

The rocks tumbled out on the echoing floor and they used them 
to build the columns. That much I knew. I didn’t know when the 
columns would come down. That was part of the reason I wanted 
to go down to the Piraeus.
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Violets and ivy crowning him, archetypal smile in place, he 
arrived at the atrium late and reeking of – violets. He didn’t give 
a – he didn’t mind that the Piraeus was closed; he might have 
sailed the fleet right by if he wanted, but he didn’t give a – vio-
let. He gleamed. He might have shouted at the stone for hours 
and basked in the rich quality of the sound they threw back, the 
sound of his voice reflected in marble, and thought he was
learning. He didn’t give a – he didn’t care about the columns.

They were supposed to be made of marble, but they were rocks 
and stolen pebbles and I might have known it if the Piraeus was 
open. Instead I stood there, slack-jawed and mute, feet going 
numb, watching the columns and blushing for shame and horror.

He had rocks in his mouth; he didn’t. They came out anyway. 
The columns cracked, and the Piraeus was closed. 

You’re not allowed here, they said. 

I went down to the Piraeus and I lay prostrate on the docks and 
when they found me, the columns were already falling.

ANTONIA ALKSNSIS
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KISS OFF

FAN WU & GART DARLEY
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NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA

FAN WU & GART DARLEY
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CONTEMPLATION OF CHILDHOOD

RACHEL BURNS
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HOME

RACHEL BURNS
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 I said it too right and you looked away and

  my mouth was sticky with it,

             a smeary
 
     trail of speaking.

        Doe eyed and blinkered,
              
                I gawped at the gaping gap

         my jawing left.

   I had left you bones
                 
                  to pick at in silence

   while I sat gorged—

JOACHIM COMAY-NEWMAN
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IN THE COAL MINE

       Undistinguished

       from a finch,
       
       and stitched in a cliché   [in American: clitch]
       
       that just doesn’t hit. It
         

      dirties quick.
             
               Its flitting image

            flickers like TV sets,

      then — click —
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             The switch is flicked

       on—          it’s up and
 
       split, gone,

     or slick black
              and

    missed — like an uncaught

        moth
    
      in an un c l en che d
  
              fist.
             

JOACHIM COMAY-NEWMAN
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SHE: 

    AS MISSING, AND 

 AS MISS, 
   SINGING.

I write the score:
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The body of a childhood friend went missing in Paradise, Newfound-
land. My fingers track my phonescreen, splay to drag the shape of 
Paradise. It looks like a fox’s head interested and tilted, or the torso 
and hat of a Queen’s Guard. I tap at the body of water at the centre of 
the town called Adams Pond until 10 ft scales to half a centimetre on 
my phone and my screen is all baby-blue. 

On its website you can read “About Paradise,” though its definition 
lacks. A google image search strings “paradise” as a turquoise-water-
white-sand-beach-sunset-hammock quiet evening in tropical warmth, 
sticky-skinned and well fed, reading on your KoboReader. While 
abrahamic faiths associate paradise with the Garden of Eden, the 
perfect, lush and leafy state of the world prior to the fall of man into 
sin and temptation by its fruit, some sources suggest that paradise is a 
place on the body. “You have every man’s paradise right between your 
legs. Value your vagina. The next Jesus might come out of there,” 
writes the anonymous Ronnie Bo in the self-published Value of the 
Vagina: How to Make Any Man do Anything which I find on google 
but do not read. Indeed, in so many of its associations, paradise is 
abundant but not without undesirable consequences; a rose but not 
without its thorny stem; that utopia, translates to ‘good place’ and 
‘no-place’ and the popular phrase that: Too much of a good thing is 
a bad thing. The banner image of Paradise.ca is a photograph of a 
wide-paved suburban street, a gaping grey-sky that seems impossibly 
vast, and soft-sloping roofs of different shades of grey-green-brown 
slate. Paradise is a town of approximately 19,500 people, “the young-
est averaged aged population in the province of Newfoundland and 
Labrador,” it boasts. Paradise is abound with possibility. A google 
search draws a link to Jobs in Paradise, Weather forecast in Paradise, 
and a thought piece on the pros and cons of applying to city status, 
“Is there space for Paradise?” Paradise is a utopia, a no-place, a place 
that cannot exist. 
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I like to think that my friend factored this in — that her disappearance 
into Paradise was planned and long deliberate: she had a flare for the 
dramatic and a deep-seated desire to write her own story. Long-furl-
ing eyelashes and an unrelenting sense of herself. All, though I hope, 
I cannot know.

   

                  Her hair fell in loose curls, as I 
remember her, her skin was thick and soft. Freckles punctuated her 
pink creamy flesh. Her eyelashes were long and dark. Her upper lip 
feathered with blonde hairs. 
        
                                   loose  
                           thick       soft.     
pink creamy                                               long and dark. 

I wonder if she’s in these words: I look for her in the letters: a   c   d   e   
e   f   g   h   i   k   L  m  n o P r s t t y. 

Not finding her, I plot them on a base and treble staff. Thirteen letters 
fall off the scale leaving ‘a c d e e f g’. 
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A descendant G note. 

I google, “theory of the G note.” That it might stand for something, a 
sign outside its assigned. G for geyser, or g for gentle, g for gap… Fer-
dinand de Saussure wrote that meaning is formed in the gaps between 
signifier and signified, a word of a language and that to which it refers.

 (Chasms between cat and a cat: cat, chat, klepet, snak, cas- 
 kanje, babbelen.)
 

 
 

 (Space between me and her: her, elle, ihr, henne, haar.)

The gap between a word and a thought, the loneliness of a thought 
that persists outside the realm of the language, anguishes. Gaps-be-
tween are not empty but filled with a quake of distance. The kind 
of longing that gnaws. How disparity can hurt, like feeling forgot-
ten-about. A gap often means something is left out, gone, missing, 
far, or doesn’t scale to expectations. And so we learn to fear gaps 
— and its felt. We lunge over cracks in sidewalks fearing breaking 
our mothers’ backs. At seven I attach myself to the plank stairs in my 
neighbours house — terrified by seeing space between the steps. I fear 
falling between. 
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Tibetan Buddhism imagines gaps differently. The gaps between 
thoughts are described as a felt ‘penum-bra’, evidence of one’s 
approaching enlightenment. Noticing gaps means that the mind has 
stilled, and from vantage of gaps there’s a clarity, a distance. Atmo-
spheric blue between ideas, how things cool when the wavelength 
lengthens from its light and your eye. Its why we see things blue far 
away, far off landscapes of periwinkle hills. 

Penumbra, in other definitions, means shadow. To be in the felt pen-
umbra is to feel the shadow of a thought as it passes. It is the absence 
that marks presence. A film negative, a notation of ‘being-there’. I 
venture, perhaps words are shadows too: the evidence of a thought, 
marked through sound, notating on silence. Evidence of the event as 
it passes, transforming the impregnably-blank page. 
And then with a word, a name, a note, there is a kind of proximity. 
Though it is no substitute for ‘being-there’, (the word ‘flesh’ and the 
feeling of it warm and breathing against your own are ill-equivalent), 
the association in the shadow is a memory that calls.

First-nations performance artist Rebecca Belmore performed her 
piece Vigil (2002) on the streets of Vancouver. She calls out the name 
of each missing aboriginal woman who has disappeared from these 
streets, after written these names on her body in black paint. After 
each name is called, she draws a flower between her teeth, stripping 
it of blossom and leaf. Her artist statement reads that she “lets each 
woman know that she is not forgotten: her spirit is evoked and she is 
given life by the power of naming.” 
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My friend has been missing since May 26, 2015. Her face tracks ver-
tically down my Facebooknewsfeed left-set beside the words “Miss-
ing Woman in Paradise, Newfoundland” and the descriptor “21” 
and these indicators delineate her brass-stranded blonde and soften 
pillowy skin, a sweep of dark makeup on her upturned eyes. I search 
them, but the distance between the instant of her “being-there” in the 
information of her light and the days long afterward I spend searching 
for her has blued.

I cannot place her on the map spread out between my fingers inching 
forward my phone screen. Though, and still, she exists on this page, 
here, in these loops and lines. 

S

 H

  E,

is somewhere here. The white space of the page, a plane, on which 
the characters of line through word enact her memory, through mine. 
Writing is this way is constitutive, it is procreative, though it is also 
de-scription, and destruction. Simultaneously touching-and-divid-
ing, marking difference (here, there) through a line of proximity, an 
attempting equivalence. I call her memory towards the page. For if a 
word spoken is a shadow, then the word transcribed is its photograph, 
its image drawn by light. 
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She and I look in the mirror and admire our big features. “Big lips, 
big eyes, big bums” — she giggles, grabbing herself. She fells too-big 
in the way younger friends who only have older friends always do. We 
spend the afternoon papering her bedroom walls with pink, red and 
purple lipstick kisses. We watch the 6-hour BBC miniseries version of 
Pride and Prejudice in one sitting, folding our legs over each others 
snacking on candied pecans we toasted ourselves. 

Artist Yves Klein patented his own blue pigment and called it Interna-
tional Klein Blue. He painted canvases thick with its paint, and called 
them infinite. Perhaps there are only distances, and these distances 
are infinite. But perhaps, too, we can claim these gaps. We can name 
our lost, and bring their shadows nearer.

I read and reread her Missing Persons posting on UnsolvedCanada.
ca, the posting has amassed 3426 views. I think about how Winnicott 
wrote that what is good is always being destroyed and imagine the 
traces left of my friend in the words in this post, in this image, and on 
this page. I think about how writing on loss calls towards and brings 
close, but the proximity is always delineated. Writing is a utopia, and 
words are no substitute, but a reconciliation of distances. Here are the 
words and clues rummaged in the gaps left by her disappearance into 
Paradise. Not finding her here, I plot the letters on a staff and I listen 
for her:
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Jessica Heppner was reported missing from St. John’s, Newfoundland 
on May 29, 2015. She was reported missing by a friend and travelling 
companion three days after she was last seen, which was in the area 
of Topsail Rd, Paradise, NL. Jessica is originally from Ontario and 
while visiting St. John’s was staying at the Sheraton Hotel, but she 
did not return to the hotel to retrieve her personal belongings. She 
was known to utilize Taxi Cabs as her mode of transportation. Jessica 
Heppner is described as 5’9”, 160 lbs, with long blonde hair and 
green eyes.

-e---ca -e---e- -a- -e----ed ------g f--- --. ----’-, -e-f---d-a-d -- -a- 29, 2015. 
--e -a- -e----ed ------g b- a f--e-d a-d --a-e----g c---a---- - -ee da-- af-e- --e 
-a- -a-- -ee-, ---c- -a- -- --e a-ea -f ----a-- -d, -a-ad--e, --. -e---ca -- ---g--a--
- f--- ---a--- a-d ----e -------g --. ----’- -a- --a---g a- --e --e-a--- ---e-, b-- --e 
d-d --- -e---- -- --e ---e- -- -e---e-e -e- -e----a- be---g--g-. --e -a- ----- -- 
------e -a-- Cab- a- -e- --de -f --a------a----. -e---ca -e---e- -- de-c--bed 
a- -b-, ---- ---g b---de -a-- a-d g-ee- e-e-.

-e- - -
ca -e
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ELORA CRAWFORD
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MANICURED GROVE

FIORENZO BREAK
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POMEGRANATE EATER

TOKO  HOSOYA
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POMEGRANATE GARDEN

TOKO  HOSOYA
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THE HEARTS OF BIRDS
 

           the hearts of birds—specifically
cranes
 
how disturbing to confront a memory
                   as though a fable  learning a fable
Morals/shape-changers/a knight-a sausage-a creeping mould
The hearts of certain cranes
when on wing over
               the tundra  mythy lakes of that region
 
  
     

                                                                                                                  
26:ii:17

HAMISH BALLANTYNE
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CRUEL FAME (COVER): A PARABLE

 
the hardest lover
  is time
so Poet Newbury
             has it— 
  kentucky my love I’m going
home  rainy hill country and    
what else:
wail scream   she left
she came
      I choose “I am lost” all
               the same
 
 
 
                                                                                                  26:ii:17

HAMISH BALLANTYNE
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LANDED

the sand hills are a dead oasis
 in the prairie
pretending to be the sahara 
the closest thing my 10 year old self
had ever seen to a desert
 
tiny avalanches cascaded beneath my feet
as I climbed the drift
and at its peak thought I saw everything on earth
 which was pretending to be flat
 
tumbling down the side
of the grainy mountain
I half sunk into the sand
which was pretending to cook me
 but was cool
 silk below

I knew that this was not a desert at all
with voices from the car park just beyond
 I had seen the end of land
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and took off my clothes outside the van
 because red ants    
and sand find their way into everything

smaller version of myself
picking grains
from my hair
         and the bugs I crushed
 between my finger and
 thumb now
          now
          and now
   
knowing each one infinitely

 

GRAHAM COULTER
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CRUEL

Breaking on the crest
of a wave
             green water
             coming white
             and seaweed
             small creatures
             cast in circles
they are breaking in the wake
and the surf
 
they are a fluid mountain
surging 
 
crashing into shore
always
crashing
and cutting away
 
slowly small grains    they are small grains
killers after millennia
             they are sea foam
             salt dead algae
             whitecap
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            the knife decomposed
             reconstituted
 
water coursing
and land continually struck
             never a reprisal 
 
some would call it virtue
though surely it is cruel

GRAHAM COULTER
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IMPOTENCE (ABOUT THE SHREDDED 
TANKER)

All the salmon are dying
in the trembling pacific ocean

Bella Bella and Alberta dance while I

scream at
an old man’s portrait
in Canmore,

and write feeble words
in air-freighted bindings
out east.

 ETHAN VILU
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FRANK O’HARA, here pulling from Robert Weiners, was most 
famous for his exploits as an Australian Rules Football hero and 
posing with his own weiner and boots for Larry Rivers. 

JOSH SCOTT is a fourth-year U of T student studying English, 
Philosophy, and Writing & Rhetoric; he is also the Editor-In-Chief 
of The Mike. His short story entitled “A Real Leader” recently 
appeared in the Fall 2016 edition of the UC Review.

ALEXANDER ZUTT is an English student at the University of 
Toronto. All of his friends were surprised when they found out he 
writes poetry.

CELESTE CARES is finishing her first year at the Nova Scotia 
College of Art and Design, where she studies fine art. She spends 
most of her time painting, sleeping, dancing, writing, walking, and 
singing, often in concurrent pairings.

JAYNE KITCHEN is a student living in Toronto.

TOMMY KEITH is a Canadian photographer currently based out 
of Toronto.

CASSANDREA XAVIER worked in photography for six years, 
but, inspired by the act of Marcel Duchamps, has chosen to cur-
rently step back from the practice of voyeurism and critique.

BEAU PEEP are beetles that feed partly or exclusively on dung. 
A dung beetle can bury dung 250 times heavier than itself in one 
night. Holy shit.

MATTHEW JOHNSTON is a third-year undergraduate student 
at UofT working on a Specialist degree in Socio-Cultural Anthro-
pology. He invests most of his spare time in poetry workshops and 
open-mic poetry events.
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ALESSIA DOWHANIUK is a writer, performer, photographer 
and aspiring bergamot farmer. She is one half of a harsh noise duo 
called INDEX and one of 3 Blue Dogs with whom she semi-regu-
larly publishes blue poetry zines. She is also one of 2 authors of a 
book called Synchronized Swimming.

ANTONIA ALKSNSIS is a second year student at Victoria 
College. She is a philosophy major, with minors in political science 
and classical civilization.

FAN WU loves hearing stories from strangers. Send him one at 
fanwu2@gmail.com....

GART DARLEY, caught in the flux between gangly youth and a 
together 20-something, makes lightly romantic ollage-based art. 

RACHEL BURNS explores personal engagements with fragility, 
transience and deterioration through painting, drawing and digital 
photographic manipulation; processes that allow for the disman-
tling of trauma while accurately documenting the visual explora-
tion of her life. Rachel has exhibited at the Albright Knox Museum 
in Buffalo, NY, and participates regularly in exhibitions in Toronto, 
where she lives. Rachel is currently studying Contemporary Art at 
Etobicoke School of the Arts.

JOACHIM COMAY-NEWMAN likes that writing poetry makes 
him more receptive to his surroundings. One of his aims in writing 
is to stimulate awareness in both the reader and himself of the 
poetry that lies in the quotidian.

ELORA CRAWFORD is a Toronto-based visual artist and writer
 graduating with an honours BA in visual studies with minors in art 
history and English. She works primarily in text and textile, mining 
gaps between culturally coded binaries, past and future, digital and 
physical, feeling and linguistic code.
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TOKO HOSOYA is an illustrator from Toronto. She’s interested in the 
relationship between narratives and reality, and how stories allow people 
to find patterns where there is chaos. 

FIORENZO BREAK is a Montreal-based artist originally from Toronto, 
Ontario. He is currently a BFA candidate in Photography at Concordia 
University.

HAMISH BALLANTYNE is a fisher-knight fromVancouver Island.

GRAHAM COULTER is in his forth year of a bachelor’s degree at the 
University of Toronto studying History and Creative Writing, far from his 
home in Saskatoon.

ETHAN VILU is a third-year undergraduate student, studying Chris-
tianity and Culture and East Asian Studies. They have previously been 
published in Peculiar Mormyrid, and split their time evenly between 
Ontario and Alberta.
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